Resource Guide
Indigeneity, Stack, Sovereignty
Seminar IV in the series
Mobility in Post Democracy
With many states on the brink of a democratic collapse, the Mobility in Post Democracy series connects
to the simultaneous disdain and opportunity revealed in this moment by examining Post Democracy as a
condition informed by mobility— across institutions, states, and ideologies. This programming comes
out of a year of research and conversation with the Mobility in Post Democracy working group,
comprised of artists, critics, and New School faculty and students. Comprised of recommendations by
event participants and working group members, this resource guide offers articles, books, videos, and
interviews to deepen engagement with our public programming.
With the flow of finance, people, and influence across national borders undermining the traditional
sovereignty of the nation-state, this event explores alternative ways that we might think about the
definition and role of how a space is delimited and ruled. The conversation considered new technologies
that support distributed networks of solidarity as well as ongoing indigenous claims to autonomy that
predate the settler state and are galvanizing public resistance to the Dakota Access Pipeline. A sitespecific, temporary installation featuring several works by artist Nobutaka Aozaki as well as a walkthrough conversation between Aozaki and Speculative Design Professor Benjamin Bratton framed the
event both literally and metaphorically. Bratton returned for the evening panel, situating his concept of
the stack against presentations by artists Tyler Coburn and Adelita Husni-Bey, while anthropologists
Jaskiran Dhillon and Anne Spice articulated the disenfranchisement inherent in sovereign claims and
discussed contemporary resistance in the form of indigenous struggles at Standing Rock, with Parsons
Professor Daniel Sauter moderating the conversation.
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